
The Agent 

By MC in Class 4 

In the deep, dark, foreboding woods with trees the size of skyscrapers and 

overgrown, thorny bushes at the sides of the long never ending path. There were 

animals that lived there and there was a squirrel trying to crack a nut and birds and 

even some bunny rabbits hopping along the never ending path. You could hear the 

colourful birds tweeting and the leaves crunching as someone stood on them. You 

could smell the flowers that were growing and the fresh, clean air. 

 

Agent M was a top secret agent. She was one of the best secret agents in town. She 

wore a black and white suit which was full of spy gadgets including: binoculars, laser 

pen, ninja stars and nun chucks. Every day, she would tie her black, silky, long hair 

up before she would go to work. Then when she had done that she would put her 

secret spy glasses on, with a secret camera, placed inside them.   

 

Mr X was the most dangerous villain in the world! He had a laser eye with a robotic 

hand. He wore a smart, gold suit which reflected in the sun. His sidekick, Little X was 

quite dangerous as well. Mr X had deadly weapons like, swords, ninja stars and a 

special amour that protected2 him. Mr X and Little X were trying to take over the 

whole entire universe! He had no friends apart from his sidekick, Little X. The agents 

were his arch enemies especially when they ruined his plans but he believed that his 

master plan would work.  

  

Sometime later, when Agent M arrived at work, the leader of the agents told Agent M 

that she needed to go on a mission and stop an evil villain called Mr X and little X. 

While Agent M was on her way she had plan. The plan was to go undercover as a 

birdwatcher and spy on Mr X and Little X to see what there master plan was. Agent 

M was shocked and surprised to find out what there master plan was. Their plan was 

to take over the universe and rule the whole entire world! He said that he was going 

to start tomorrow. So Agent M knew she had to go back to the leader and report the 

terrible news.   

 

Back at the head quarters Agent M reported the news to the leader. The leader said 

that she would need backup tomorrow so he had a meeting with all the agents and 

the leader told them the news and they all volunteered to help Agent M tomorrow to 

defeat Mr X and Little X his sidekick.  

 

The next day, Agent M and all the other agents set off to the woods really early. Mr X 

was already there with Little X and was already set up to take over the universe. 

Suddenly, all of the agents jumped out of the bushes and shouted extremely loudly, 

“STOP RIGHT THERE!” 



Mr X replied, “Well look who we have here Little X.” Agent M could feel powerful 

energy rising up her body. She felt like she was ready for a battle against Mr X and 

Little X. 

 

A few seconds of silence later, Agent M started to fight Mr X with her nun chucks and 

ninja stars. Agent M handed over the ninja stars to leader of the agents and they 

both began to fight again. Mr X was using his laser eye and Little X was using his 

fists to fight.  

 

Sometime later, the fight was over and the agents won. The Agents felt so relieved 

that they won against the most dangerous villain ever. But Mr X didn’t feel very 

happy at all. 

 

A few years later, Mr X disappeared and everything was back to normal in the small, 

sweet town. 

 

 

 

 


